SHAKEDOWN AND
FREE PRACTICE

PITS

Drivers use the Shakedown
session to check the
electronic systems and the
reliability of the car, but not
overall performance as the
cars run at a reduced power
of 110KW. Each event has
two 30-minute practice
sessions. This is reduced to
only one 30-minute session
on the second day of a
double-header. This is the
first time the teams and
drivers will take to the track
under timed conditions as
they get a feel for the track
and adapt to the car set-up.
Full 250KW power is
available.

QUALIFYING
Season 8 introduces a new qualifying
format. The Group stage will see drivers
split into two groups to battle it out at
220kW setting lap times in a 10-minute
session, with the fastest four from each
progressing into the Duels stage. Those
eight will then face off in the quarter-finals,
competing against one another, head to
head, in a knockout at 250kW. The winning
driver of the final duel takes Julius Baer
Pole Position. The remaining drivers will line
up behind in order of their performance
during the session.

ALL YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT

FORMULA E

The hub of all activity at an
ABB FIA Formula E race.
The pits house all technical
equipment, engineering and
technical staff, tyres and act
as a charging area for the
racecars as well.

POWER

FULL COURSE
YELLOW (FCY)

THROTTLE

Competitors will be limited to just 50kph when
the FCY is in place, which will enable any
marshals to recover a stranded car or debris from
the circuit. Drivers will also be made to maintain
the gap to the car in front, with overtaking strictly
prohibited, while any driver driving ‘erratically or
unnecessarily slowly’ will be reported to the
stewards overseeing the event.

RACING LINE
The most efficient driving
line through a corner in
order to keep your corner
speed as high as possible.
The racing line is usually
focussed on minimising the
angle of the corner.

START/FINISH

ATTACK MODE
ATTACK MODE is an
increase of energy mode
whereby drivers drive off
the racing line, and through
the Activation Zone. It’s only
here that they’ll be able to
collect an extra 30 kW of
power for a total of 8
minutes during the race.

FAN ZONE

The throttle is a means of
controlling any power
delivered to the driven
wheels. In a motor vehicle
the control used by the
driver to regulate power is
sometimes called the
throttle or accelerator
pedal.

ENERGY
Energy harvested when cars
are under breaking is used to
regenerate the battery and
extend the range of the
racecars. A race derived
system is also used in the
all-electric Jaguar I-PACE to
increase the range of the
vehicle.

The force that powers a
Formula E Car, capped at 250KW.

INVERTOR
The invertor, along with the motors and
gearbox, makes up the powertrain. The
invertor takes the direct current that is
produced by the battery and converts it
into the alternating current that powers
the motor. Every manufacturer has to
submit its design before the season
and that remains fixed for the
duration, so costly in-season
hardware development is
prohibited.

#FANBOOST
GRID

PADDOCK
The paddock is the area of
the track where the teams
set up, Race Control is
located and the other
official offices are based.
The word comes from
equestrian world, where
paddock describes the area
where horses are kept.

PARC FERMÉ
Parc Fermé means ‘closed
park’ in French and refers
to the area where the cars
go after the race or
qualifying is finished. The
park is closed so that no
work can be done to the
cars before they are
examined by the
scrutineers. It is only once
all cars having successfully
passed these
post-race/qualifying checks
that the results are made
official.
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The grid is both the piece of
track where the cars line up
for the start of the race and
the order in which they line
up in. The grid order is
decided by the results of
the qualifying session. and
includes any penalties that
need to be applied.

FANBOOST gives fans the
opportunity to vote for their
favourite driver and award
them an extra boost of
power during the race.

SCRUTINEERING
Scrutineering is simply the
process that all cars go
through to ensure they
comply with championship
technical regulations and is
usually conducted in Parc
Ferme. The experts who
carry out these checks are
named ‘scrutineers. This
could be a sub part of the
paddock – shown as
something that occurs
before the race / off the
track.

SAFETY CAR

FIA
The Federation Internationale
de l’Automobile, (FIA) is the
governing body of world
motorsport and the instigators
of the concept of Formula E
with the promoter. Although
the name has changed over
time, the FIA has been in
existence since 1904.

#JAGUARELECTRIFIES

The Safety Car is a tool used
by the race director to
reduce speed for safety
reasons - Bruno Correia is
the official safety car driver.
The Portuguese racer has
fulfilled that role since the
start of Season 1 and is
ready at a moment’s notice
to spring into action to
neutralise the race so that
essential work such as
retrieving cars, attending to
drivers or repairing barriers
can take place.
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The car’s energy source
consists of battery cells, in
which chemical energy is
converted into electricity.
Gen2 Formula E cars are
powered by McLaren
Applied Technologies
batteries which have been
developed and
manufactured bespoke for
the championship and
weight 385kg. The power
output from the battery is
limited to 220 kW for the
race and reaches a peak of
up to 250 kW for qualifying
and during ATTACK MODE.

LIFT AND COAST

REGEN
Energy generated when the cars are
under breaking is used to regenerate
the battery and extend the range of the
racecars. A race derived system is also
used in the all-electric Jaguar I-PACE to
increase the range of the vehicle.

KILOWATTS
The Kilowatt is a unit of power equal to
1000 watts and is the measurement
used to describe the power output of
the Formula E cars. For race mode and
during the qualifying group stage, the
car runs at 220kW. While in ATTACK
MODE and during the qualifying duel
stages, the car runs at 250kW.

Lift and Coast is a driving technique that seeks to result in maximum speed with
minimum energy use. It works by a driver lifting off the throttle once he is at speed and
coasting into the corners, keeping up as high an apex speed as possible. It’s a tricky
technique to master, but one that is essential for success in Formula E.

